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Heritage Bathware is a Family run, Bespoke, Luxury Shower and 
Bathware design manufacturer. Based in Christchurch, New 
Zealand. We have shipped showers to every corner of the globe 
and believe in building the best shower experience, using the 
strongest materials. We make all of our products from solid 
Copper and Brass and believe that the experience comes before 
anything else.

When the Christchurch earthquakes completely destroyed all but 
a few pieces of our heritage restoration business we needed to 
urgently find a new direction.

Left with just a few elegant period taps, a passion for engineering 
and a drive to develop the perfect shower, Heritage Bathware was 
born.

We recognised the delights of being cascaded by a traditional 
rainmaker shower, and the demand for authentic fittings for 
period homes. We also saw the opportunity to enjoy these 
magnificent showers in more modern settings and even outdoors.

Today Heritage Bathware combines modern plumbing with 
traditional shower heads, to provide an unforgettable showering 
experience.

Michael Brown
Company Director
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LP  -  -  -  -  - Low or uneven pressure, tested at 35kpa  
9L  -  -  -  -  - Tested with a 9 litre per minute flow restrictor at mains pressure (tested at 250kpa)  
12L  -  -  -  - Tested with a 12 litre per minute flow restrictor at mains pressure (tested at 250kpa)

Please note: All showers are supplied without restrictors. Please request a restrictor when ordering goods if required.

SR100 ~ 100mm rose

LP 9L

SR150 ~ 150mm rose

LP 9L

SR200 ~ 200mm rose

LP 9L

SR250 ~ 250mm rose

LP 12L9L

Rainmaker Shower Roses
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Every great shower starts with a great shower rose, our hand crafted rainmaker 
shower roses are engineered to give you the best shower of your life. 

all shower roses come with a 15mm female thread
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ODF ~ Outdoor Full Shower

ODS ~ Outdoor Short Shower

With cold supply only the Alfresco Range brings the invigorating shower 
experience to your garden, bach, pool ... 

anywhere you want!

You can connect directly to a garden hose 
for a quick and easy setup

Alfresco Outdoor Showers
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ODTS ~ Outdoor Short Twin Supply

ODFT ~ Outdoor Full Twin Supply
Shown with a custom Barrel Mixer

Alfresco Outdoor Showers
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Cool off in the garden or by the pool with a Heritage Bathware Rainmaker Outdoor 
Shower. The elegant period details ensure it compliments its surroundings, wherever 
you install it. 

We can easily add a foot wash/hose tap to your outdoor 
shower that runs off the cold water supply.
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Allegro Indoor Showers
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Add a handheld to your shower so you can easily rinse 
yourself off without getting your hair wet.

It is a well known fact that updating your bathroom is one of the most important 
investments you can make to your home.

Heritage Bathware have adaptable designs to fit any ultra modern, traditional home 
and architectural masterpiece. We pride ourselves in working with our customers to 
make the best shower experience imaginable. 

TTWT ~ Through the 
wall Tap Shower

MIX ~ Through the 
wall Mixer Shower

If you would prefer recessed pipes we can supply a 
through the wall shower with taps or a mixer

IDTS ~ Indoor Short Twin Supply

IDFB ~ Indoor Full Over Bath
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The Neptune Range
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Simple on the eye, easy installation, a DIY’ers dream. Our Neptune Range of showers 
and taps compliments any style of home.

The Neptune Range combines the elegance of a simple tap set with the luxury of a 
rainmaker shower rose. Great for customers who are looking for a modern, easy to 
install shower solution.

The Nice N’ Easy Shower in a box
NT ~ The Neptune Tap Set

N1 ~ The Neptune 1 
Cold Water Shower N2~ The Neptune 2

Twin Supply ShowerThe Neptune Range is easy to install
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Appollo Copper Bathtubs
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A bold and luxurious statement, the Apollo Copper Baths will definitely be the focal 
point of your bathroom. with a wide variety of designs and finishes there’s a copper 
bathtub for everyone.

The Apollo range offers:

Flat Top Baths

Single Slipper Baths

Double slipper baths

Raw Polished or aged copper finishes

Nickle & chrome plated finishes

Baths with feet or a full plinth designs

Other Designs and finishes are available, contact us for more information.

As with all of our Copper 
products our baths are great 

for outdoors, they will not 
corrode but age over time

The Apollo Copper Baths have a 
living copper finish that will age and 
develop over time.

Copper has great thermodynamic properties that help keep your bath water warmer for 
longer, unlike porcelain or concrete that draws heat away from the water. So you can 

relax for longer in your new copper bathtub.
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Alpha Basins & Taps
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To complete your bathroom or kitchen design we 
have a range of copper basins that can be surface 
mounted or counter sunk into your worktop.

A solid copper basin wouldn’t be complete 
without a matching tap set. Our Alpha basin taps 
are easy to install and are made of solid copper 
and brass. They can be configrued for out of the 
wall or out of the bench installation.

When ordering your copper basin you can choose from counter sunk or bench 
mounted designs in two different styles.

SB350 ~ 350mm Straight Sided Basin
YTW-15 ~ Out the Wall

Y Mixer Taps, 15mm pipe

RB430 ~ 430mm Rounded Basin



Bathroom
 Accessories
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Bathroom Accessories

The devil is in the detail, add toilet roll holders, towel rails & coat hooks to 
give your bathroom the finishing touch.

All fully customisable to fit your exact needs.

TH2 ~ Double Toilet 
Roll Holder

TH1 ~Toilet 
Roll Holder

HOOK ~ Coat Hook

TR1 ~ Classic Towel Rail

TR2 ~ Bar Towel 
Rail
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All of our twin supply showers can be fitted with either our solid brass 
Y Mixer or with a custom barrel mixer, allowing a range of different 

dimensions and configurations, including out the ceiling.

Whether you’re building your own shower, or adding onto existing 
plumbing we offer a wide variety of components to give you the best 
shower. We offer Pipes, Taps, Mounting Brackets, different mixer options 
and many more components. 

600BP ~ 600mm bent Pipe

900P ~ 900mm Pipe

HHK ~ Hand Held Kit FW ~ Foot Wash/
Hose Tap

YMIX ~ Solid Brass Y Mixer

BMIX ~ Solid Brass
Custom Barrel Mixer 

TH1 ~Toilet 
Roll Holder
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Bespoke Shower Design

Describe Your Dream Shower

The 5 steps of Shower Design

Design Your Dream Shower

See Your Dream Shower

The Devil Is In The Detail

Experience Your Dream Shower

Tell us what you want your shower to 
do, describe the form and function

We understand that to get the best shower 
possible you need something that is built to fit your 
needs, not something that is picked off the shelf. 
At Heritage Bathware we value Bespoke Artisan 
designs made just for you, to fit your exact needs.

The best way to get an amazing shower is to have 
one custom built just for you.

We will work with you to design a 
concept of your shower

We will build a mock -up, so you can see 
it with your own eyes

We work with you to make sure you get 
exactly what you’ve dreamed of

Installing your shower is easy, 
Live your dreams today
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Tell us about the shower you’ve always dreamed of 
so we can help you make it a reality.

Rose Size

Pipe Size

Cold Only or Hot & Cold

Mixer Type

Pipe Configuration

Finish

Other Notes

Tap Handles

Add ons

Wall Supports

100mm 

15mm 

Cold Only

Brass Y Mixer
155mm Centres

Short Supply
Out of the wall

Polished Copper

Classic Cross 

Hand Held

Brass Holder Backs

Custom Mixer
120mm - 250mm

Full Length
Out of The Floor

Antique Copper

T Handles

Hose/Foot Wash Tap

Copper Collars

Through the 
wall Tap Set

Out of The Ceiling

Chrome

Industrial

Bath Taps

Through the 
wall Mixer

Offset from taps

Nickel Black

200mm 150mm 

20mm 

Hot & Cold

250mm 
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Design Your Shower
Draw a diagram of the shower you want to 
build to help us make it a reality



5 Year Warranty

Heritage Bathware warrants all of its products to be free 
from manufacturing defects for 5 years from date of 
purchase. This warranty covers replacement of defective 
parts, not of the complete product unless deemed 
necessary by Heritage Bathware. This warranty does not 
cover damages incurred due to installation, replacement 
or repair, Damages due to improper use, cleaning or 
neglect. Heritage Bathware does not warrant the finish 
of the product due to the unsealed nature of the metal 
finishes we provide, they are provided as is and will age 
over time.

End-of-Life statement

All of our products and packaging are sold as fully 
recyclable or reusable, as such we encourage all of our 
customers to recycle old packaging and at the end of the 
products life to recycle or re purpose our products.

We strive to make the best product on the market, 
we only use the best materials and build all of our 
products to the highest standards to make sure you 
get the perfect shower.
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General Information
Unlike mass produced modern plumbing fixtures that are made of 
chrome plated plastic or alloys we only use solid brass and copper for all 
of our products, no compromises.

We do this because copper and brass are both very resistant to corrosion 
and will stand the test of time, They also give an amazing finish to any 
bathroom or kitchen setting.

We also don’t use ceramic valves that can easy break with small particles 
and can be costly to replace, instead we only use neoprene jumpers 
in all of our tapware to ensure high performance, long life and easy 
replacability.

Our frendly design team are always available to help you build the shower 
you’ve dreamed of, give them a call today on our freephone number 
0508 426 225 and they will guide you through the 5 steps of shower 
design today!

WELS testing
All of our shower roses have been WELS tested to a 3 star rating* 
ensuring they not only look stunning but are also efficient and meet New 
Zealand and Australian Standards for showers. You can find all of our 
WELS ratings on the Rainmaker Shower Rose page for low and mains 
pressure.

Tap Handles
We offer a range of different tap handles to fit any style, whether you 
want a bold industrial look, or a classic vintage style.

Classic Cross 
Handles

Industrial HandlesT Handle Taps

Industrial Handles can be powder coated in 
a range of colours on request
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ODS ~ Outdoor Single short 
shower

ODTS ~ Outdoor Twin Full 
shower

ODF ~ Outdoor Single Full 
shower

600mm

600mm

600mm

12
00

m
m

ODTS ~ Outdoor Twin Short 
shower

600mm

14
50

m
m

21
00

m
m

23
50

m
m

155mm 155mm
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IDS ~ Indoor Twin Short 
shower

600mm

14
50

m
m

IDFB ~ Indoor Full Over Bath 
shower

600mm

19
00

m
m

All of our datasheets are available for download on our website

www.heritagebathware.co.nz

For more information freephone 0508 426 225

155mm

155mm



WARNING: When the shower is in direct sunlight, it can cause the water held in the shower  
and garden hose connecting the shower to heat up which may cause scalding.  

Please make sure that before using the shower to let water run for a few moments to washout  
any overheated water. If using a hot and cold water shower, the hot water should be tempered  

to a maximum of 55ºC. The showers do not have a tempering device.
Please note: If shower is installed within 1200mm (4’) of the pool water,  

please connect to an earth wire.  
A qualified electrician must do the connection as per Electrical Code.

Tap handles are original period fittings restored and fitted to new taps.

Proudly manufactured in Canterbury, New Zealand

Please note: While every effort has been made to ensure that the details in this brochure were correct at the 
time of printing, Heritage Bathware reserves the right to alter specifications or product from that shown. 

Heritage Bathware Ltd
PO Box 33382, Barrington Mall, Barrington, Christchurch 8244

www.heritagebathware.co.nz Email | info@heritagebathware.co.nz
Freephone | 0508 426 225 Mobile | 027 305 3035

Please note: All pipes can be cut down on site to suit your location.  
All fittings are supplied to accommodate this.

Do not use abrasive materials to clean these showers.

The Heritage Collection
Handmade, Just For You


